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At the 1998 NCSL Annual Workshop & Slnnposium, a
meeting was held of the NCSL Intrinsic Standards
Committee, which gave an opportunity for one of us
(Andrew Wallard) to comment or\ a 7997 resolution by
the Comit€ Intemational des Poids et Mesures (CIPM)
concerning intrinsic standards. The CIPM's resolution
was that:

...The CIPM noted, @ith concern, a grou.)ing fendency,
latgel! anongst ,nanufacturers of certain scientific
equipment, to claim that their prcducts - which they refer
to as "intrinsic standards" - can reproduce [realise] certain
SI lttlits at the highesf lertels ofaccutocy. Sltch assertiotls
are technically misleading and CIP M deplores this trend .
The Comiti is clear that such claims cannot be
substantiated z0ithout comparison or calibration against
a well qualified and systenatically inx)estigated national
sfandard. The Comite further asks NMI' in its meflber
sfates to toke this natter up with any monufacturers in
their oun countries with the i tention of putting a stop
to the practice.

This concern has grown over recent years largely
because many "quantum-based" realisations of the SI
units are now available commercially and come with
assertions of high accuracy and, in some cases,
implications that the purchase of one of these pieces of
equipment could enable any user to realise an SI unit
independently at the highest levels. Examples of the
general approach now extend beyond quantum-based
standards and as well as stabilised lasers, Josephson
Junction systems now include such things as triple point
temperature standards.

At the 1998 NCSL there was a Ions discussion of the
var ious  de f in i t ions .  The A N5 l  /  N-CSL Z54O-1 -1  s94
standard states that intrinsic standards are "based on well-
characterised laws of physics, fundamental constraints of
nature orinvariant properties of materials and make ideal
stable, precise, and accurate measurement standards if

and maintained." (underlined by the authors). [1] It goes
on to say that the "laboratory should demonstrate by
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measurement assurance techniques, interlaboratory
comparisons or other suitable means that its intrinsic
standard in measurement results are correlated with those
of national or international standards".

In 1999 the NCSL Intrinsic and Derived Standards
Committee agreed on an official definition ofan intrinsic
standard as:

A standard recognized as haoing or realizing, ufidet
its prcscribed conditions of use and intended application,
an assigned value, the basis of which is an inherent
physical co stant or an inherent ond sufficiently stable
physicd quantity. [1)

The Committee accompanies this definition with three
footnotes:
1. An intrinsic standard usually consists of a device or

system based on the requirements of a documented,
consensus method;

2. The value of an intrinsic standard is assigned by
consensus and does not need to be established by
calibration or comparison with another standard. Its
uncertainty is determined by considering two
components: (a) that associated with its consensus value
and (b) that associated with its construction and
implementation; and

3. To establish and ensure stability and/or traceablit, the
value of an intrinsic standard and the uncertainty
associated with its construction and implementation
should be verified at appropriate intervals. Verification
my be carried out either by applying a recognised,
consensus test method orby intercompadsons amongst
comparable standards. Such intercomparisons may be
accomplished with standards in a local quality control
system or with external standards including national
and intemational standards.

We agree with the maiority of the views set out in the
NCSL footnotes which were relayed to the CIPM in
September 1998. CIPM, whilst accepting themetrological
arguments, believes that the issue needs to be debated in
a more public forum and should be taken a step further.
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In partiolarthe important amplification and explanation
of the definition itself, as contained in the footnotes, may
be in danger of being overlooked and therefore was of
further concem to CIPM. This article, the contents of
which were discussed with interested parties at the 1999
NCSL, is one way of airing the issuei connected with
intrinsic standards and invites further comment and
discussion. In essence, the Comit6's 1998 opinion is that:

...the term "intrinsic standard" can be misleading and,
although no lerm is itself id.eal could, it suggeits, be
replaced by "quantum-based stafldad;" ond
users , especiolly those in deoeloping countries or rtithout
background expeience in metrology, could be misled into
thinking that the purchase of o commercial "intrinsic
standard" itself TDould enable them to operote at the
forclront ol metrologicdl carybility ;

There is some evidence hom intemational comDarisons
of "intrinsic standards" that very substantial error; - well
in excess of the claimed performance - can occur ifbasic
good metrology practice is not followed. Indeed, in a
report of Josephson Voltage Standards (Reymann et. al.,
IEEE Catalogue number 98CH36254, ISBN 0-7803-5018-
9) refer to several sources of error which can influence
the performance of "intrinsic" standards. We now
recognize that quantum-based standards are not the only
standards that need to come under the definition of
"intrinsic" standards: we have already mentioned fixed
points of temperature. In this respect theCIPM statement
needs some modification.

We also have some concerns about the use of the term
"consensus" in footnote 2 of the 7999 NCSL definition.
ln particular we do not agree with the implication in
footnote 2 that "the value....is assigned by consensus and
does not need to be established by calibration or with
another standard." In footnote 2 we think that there is a
risk of confusion betwe€n the value of the standard: for
example the assigned temperature of the freezing point
of zinc in ITS-90, and the realization of that standard
which is treated quite correctly in footnote 3,

In establishing the value of the freezing point of zinc
for ITS-90 many different processes were involved, but
once the Scale was adopted this value was fixed. For the
purposes ofgeneral use of the freezing point of zinc as an
intrinsic standard, what matters is the content of footnote 3.

We accept that the CIPM with the assistance of its
specialist Consultative Committees normally assigns an
agreed (consensus) value to a Slunitor quantity, butdraw
attention to the fact that much more has to be done to
ensure that the realisation of the unit or quantitv is done
reliably, consistently and carefully. Only proper use of
comparisons can demonstrate equivalence and
traceability. The essence of our concems centres on the
fact that comparisons are a vitally important aspect of
the development of new standards, especially before
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their formal adoption as a realisation of an SI unit or
quantiry

Comparisons invariably reveal systematic effects and
aspect of performance that cannot be discovered by one
standard operating independently of another. Similarly,
the practical use of such standards requires that each
individual realization be compared with another similar
one to ensure that unsuspected en'ors have not adsen.
We therefore urge the relevant community to pay
considerable attention to comparisons, Indeed the third
footnote to the NCSL definition implicitly acknowledges
the need for "verification" which we take to mean a
comparison as the footnote rccommends. In our experience,
however, the word "verification" is generally used in
legal metrology circles for the process of comparing the
performance of an instrument with some formal legal or
retulatory specification or requirement at international,
national or regional,/state level.

Much of the interpretation put on definitions such as
the NCSL one by inexperienced users involves an
interpretation of the words used in official statements.
Our intention in commenting on the definitions is to
minimise the risk of misinterpretation, especially by an
international audience. In the Comit6, our current view
is that:
. A realisation of, for example, the ITS-90, or ofa voltage

ol resistance standard based on the Josephson or
quantum-Hall effects, can only be considered a primary
realisation, i.e., one at the highest metrological level if
all the usual documented and published precautions
are taken and whatever Guidelines established by the
appropriate Consultative Committee of the CIPM are
followed. These guidelines incorporate best practice
and are internationally agreed. It is, of course, necessary
that a full uncertainty budget be prepared.

. An independent (primary) realisation made in this way
must then be linked to the national measurement
system and hence to the international measurement
system through a properly organised comparison
between this independent standard and one held by a
national metrology institute. Ideally this comparison
should be a direct, high level comparison with similar
standards maintained at a national metrology institute
and an appropriate ioint publication should be made
in an accessible place in which the results are given. If
the comparison is through an intermediate, accredited
laboratory that can demonstrate convincing traceabilty
through documented comparisons ot calibrations to
standards maintained at a National Mehology Institute,
then the additional sources of error arise and must be
fully estimated and taken into account.

. If such a compadson with a national standard is made
and the results published or openly available through
a peer reviewed source, then the proprietor of the
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standard subsequently can cLaim to have traceability
to the SI without a ca librstion fuom a natronal metrology
institute.

We hope that this view, coming from the world's most
senior intemational metology body, is helpful. We are
not attempting to prctect, in any way, national Laboratories
from the legitimate and very welcome, initiatives from
private companies to satisfy a genuine market need for
the highest performance instruments. But we do have a
responsibility to urye caution and to wam users that high
level metrology is far from simple! We have also
suggested a way of addressing the issue.

The CIPM's thinking on this issue is, not surprisintlt
consistent lr'ith a parallel initiative by CIPM/BIPM to
launch a Mutual Recognition Arrangement on
Recognition of Calibration and Measur€ment Certificates
issued by National Metrology Institutes. This MRA is
directed particularly at serving the needs of the
accreditation and regulatory worldg especially where
therc arc rcquirements for calibration and test which affect
trade. When the MRA is signed, it will mean that there is
a formal international framework within which all
calibration, measurement and test certificates from the
signatory NMls are recognised at an appropriate and
documented degree of uncertainty in other countries. We
believe this will be a major cont butor to the opening of
world trade markets and the reduction of technical
barriers to trade.

The way in which this MRA will be implemented bears
directly on the realisation of quantities, many of them
"quantum-based standards" and centres on two main
Prrocesses:
I . Metrological equivalence of quantities realised in NMIs

throuth a substantial programme of comparisons,
known as key comparisons, which will establish
relevant uncertainties as well as any differences
between the standards as maintained by the NMIs; the
results of all these comparisons will be publicly
available on the BIPM key comparison data base, and

2. a quality system to give confidence that the NMIs
maintain their capabilities and performance on a
routine, day-today basis.

These comparisons - we call them "key comparisons"
- arc at the highest metrological level and will test NMI'S
abilities to realise and maintain the most imDortant
quantities and units in their field. This prograrnme is
already underway at the intemational as well as at the
regiona.l mehology organisation level. As the programrne
progresses, we expect to leam more about independent
realisations of quantum-based systems ("intrinsic"
standards) based on commercial apparatus. We are
already finding some surprises and are leaming a lot
about uncertainty budgets as well as some of the

systematic influences on the realisation of quantities. The
point we want to stress, however, is that the National
Metrology Institutes are committing themselves to a
process of cornparison and publication of results which
is equivalent to that which the CIPM recommends for
purchasers of "htrinsic standards." We are convinced that
the two processes are essential and will greatly enhance
user confidence in the world measurement system.
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The world's senior metrology body, the CIPM, recently issued a Resolution regarding intrinsic standards.
Dr. Andrew Wallard, Deputy Oirector of the National Physical Laboratory, United Kingdom, and a CIPM
member,  brought  the resolut ion shown below to the July  1998 NCSL Int r ins ic  and Der ived Standards
Commit tee ( IDSC).  At  that  t ime,  there was a genia l  d iscussion of  CIPM concerns and a lso of  the NCSL
IDSC's delinition of "intrinsic slandard." While ther€ was much more agreement than disagreement, it was
apparent  that  d i f ferences of  opin ion ex is ted between CIPM and IDSC. One ot  the d i f ferences concerned
the use of  the very express ion " in t r ins ic  s tandard,"  which CIPM bel ieves should be replaced wi th some
other term. This paper discusses the IDSC, its detinitions tor intrinsic standard, and issues raised by the
Wal lard and Quinn ar t ic le .

The CIPM Resolution

The CIPM noted, TDith concern, a growing tendency,
Iorgely omongst manufacturers of certain scientific
equipme t, to clain that their products - uhich they refer
to as "intrinsic standards" - can reproduce [realise] certain
SI units at the highest lez.tels of accuracy.

Such assertions are technically misleading and CIPM
deplores this trend. The Comiti is clear that such claims
cannot be substanfiated without comparison or colibration
against a well qualified and systenatically inoestigated
nationnl standard. The Comitd further asks NMIs ir ils
member  s ta tes  to  take  th is  mat te r  uD w i th  qnu
fionut'adurerc in fhe own countries with the inten o;
of putti g a stop to the practice.

A Public Forum

Dr Wallard and Dr. T. J. Quinn, Director of BIPM, jointly
wrote a statement (editors note: published in this issue of
Cal Lab) that carries the discussion about intrinsic
standards forward and invites public comments on this
subject. NCSLIDSC members and interested parties were
kept informed of the proposed article and were given the
opportunity to offer comments and suggestions alonS the
way. Also, the authors informally discussed the article
most recently at the July 1999 NCSL Symposium and
Workshop.

As explained in the article, CIPM remains concerned
that that some users could be misled into thinking that
simply purchasing a commercial 'intrinsic standard'
would enable them to operate at the forefront of
meteorological capability. While Dr. Wallard and Dr.

Quinn consider the NCSL IDSC definition below to be
essentially correct when interpreted by trained
metrologists, they take issue with the footnotes. The IDSC
believes these three footnotes are essential components
of the definition.

NCSL Intr insic and Derived Standards
Committee Def in i t ion: In t r insi  c
Standard

A standad recognized as haz.ing or realizing, under
its prescribed conditions of use and intended arylication ,
an assigned oalue the basis of which is an inherent physical
constant or an inhercnt and sufficiently stable physical
quantity

The Committee accompanies this definition with three
footnotes:
7. An ifitrinsic standa usually consists of a derrice ot

system based on fhe requirements of a documented,
consensus method;

2. The ualue of on intrinsic standard is assigned by
cofiseflsus and does not need to be established by
calibration or comparison with another standard. Its
uncertainty is detetmined by considering two
components: b) that associated Ttiith its corlsensus palue
ond (b) that ossociated with its construction and
ifiplementafion; ond

3. To establish and ensure stability andlor traceobility,
the oalue of an i trinsic standard and the uncertainty
associated with its construction and implemenfation
should be oerified at appropriate interuals. Verification
may be corried out either by applying a recognized,
consensus test method or by intercomporisons amongst
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cornryrable standards. Such intercomparisons ruy be
q.ccomplished. uith stand.ard.s in a locol qualit! contrcl
systern or uith external standards including nationol
a\d internat ionol stqndords.

A Difference in Viewpoint

Before discussion of specific issues, it is important to
explain the IDS committee's viewpoint. IDSC exists to
assist the metrology community in the practical
application of intrinsic and derived standards. The
publications of IDSC include a Cotalogue of Intrinsic and
Deriaed Standards, which lists recognized intrinsic and
derived standards and their important characteristics. The
IDSC also develops and publishes Recommended
Practices for intrinsic and derived standards to ensure that
these primary standards - intrinsic or derived - are
properly applied, have adequate uncertainty analyses and
quality control procedures, and are properly maintained
and validated. The IDSC'S charter isto

identify primary standatds thdt are either intrinsic or
deriaed from well-known sources, establish criteria lor
these standards so thot they can be practicallv reolized,
and prooide full traceability. For these standards, dmelop
a Recommended IntrinsiclDeriped Standard Prqctice
(RISP) thot describes the equipment, requirements,
uncertainties, etc., necessary to realize the stondard.
Disseminate each new or reoised RISP fo all NCSL
me bers.

In short, the IDSC seeks to encourage and facilitate the
proper use and application of intrinsic standards. IDSC's
principal obiectives are to identify appropriate intrinsic
and derived standards, to establish Recommended
Intrinsic,/Derived Standard Practices (RISP) for theh use,
and to obtain recognition and acceptance for these
standards as valid sources of traceability,

For this reason, the IDSC concems itself not only with
state-of-the-art and the most accurate calibration systems,
but also with commonplace intrinsic standards. For
example, from a user's standpoint, a bowl of ice cubes
and water is every bit as much an intrinsic standards as a

Josephson Junction Array or a Quantum Hall effect
rcsistance standard. The Committee's obiective is that
users follow appropriate practices and understand the
uncertainties inherent in their particular applications.
Quite a few standards have been formally identified by
the IDSC as intrinsic standards and are listed below. Even
though the committee is concerned with both 'intrinsic'

and 'derived' standards, only 'int nsic'standards will be
discussed in this article. (Note: the definition for de ved
standard is cunently undergoing further refinement by
the IDSC). [l]

Intrinsic Standards Are Used Every Day

For the metrologist interested in calibrating dial-
indicating thermometerc, a container of cmshed ice and
distilled water is an intrinsic standard with an uncertainty
much better than the resolution of the thermometers
under test. Every day laboratory technicians also use
distilled water to measurc specific gravity and to calolate
displaced volumes. In these applications, and many
others, relatively pure water serves as an intrinsic
standard, to the level of uncertainty required by the
application. Other material properties and fundamental
constants are routinely used in calibration, including the
acceleration of gravity, I.

In each case, the value used for the quantity of interest
is not measured but assigned from some reference, and
the required uncertainty regulates whether or not a
padiolar intrinsic or derived standard is appropriate.

Similarty, triple point of water cells and metal freezing
points can be trusted to realize the desired temperature
to assignable uncertainty levels. However, as the
uncertainty becomes smaller, measurement assurance
processes and intercomparisons must become more
exacting. Metal freezing point cells can be contaminated,
for example, and produce incorrect (biased) values in
repeated measurements. Other intrinsic standards can
also give consistent but erroneous results, and control
charts will not detect such errors.

lntercomparisons, on the other hand, if properly
designed and carried out, will reveal significant errors in

List ing of Intr insic Standards from the NCSL Catalogue

Thompson-LampardCalculableCrossCapacitor MagnsticFi€ldStrength
Ouality Factor of Capacitors or Inductors Tsmp€rature Fixed Points
Josephson-array Voltage Standard Blackbody / Radiation Thermometry
Quantum Hall R€sistance Standard Liouid Manometers
Microwave Phase Shift Prossure Fixed Points: CO2 & H2O Trlol€ Points Water
Voltage Doubler Angle
Cryogenic Noise Temperature Standards Planeness and Bending ol Optical Flats
Atomic Frequency Standards Length (Lassrs &Lighl Sources)
Wavelength Monochromalic Optical Power
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the realization of a standard, and, for that reason, are
emphasized in IDSC recommended practices and in the
IDSC definit ion, even though they are not always
required.

The Level of Verification Depends Upon
the Uncertainty

At the highest levels of accuracy, the IDSC agrees with
CIPM that comparisons with measurements performed
by national laboratories are essential. These comparisons
can be either direct or indirect with another laboratory
that has compared with the national laboratory. In
addition, for many measurement levels, comparisons with
accredited laboratories or laboratories that have
documented performance may be quite sufficient. It
should be noted that in many cases the uncertainty
associated with the intercomparisons is limited by the
properties of the artifact or process used, which may be
significantly larger than the uncertainty assigned to the
intrinsic standard itself .

The listing of intrinsic and de ved standards from the
NCSL Catalogre illustrates the IDSC perspective. IDSC
does not require the use of only NCSl-recommended
practices. RISPs published by IDSC may be used for
guidance by the metrologist. In those cases where
recommended practices have already been developed by
some other organization (IEEE, CIPM, SPIE, AVS, ANSI,
IEC, etc.), IDSC will not normally sponsor a working
group todevelop a RISP In the Cal La, article, Dr. Wallard
and Dr. Quinn appear to state that CIPM recommended
practices must be used for an intrinsic standard to be
recognized as traceable and, further, that compadson to
national metrology institutes is required. IDSC believes
that there are additional methods that orovide valid
traceabil ity and realization for intrinsic stjndards.

Issues Raised

1,. CIPM objection to the terth 'intrillsic standnrd.'

It is the opinion of the IDSC that the term is in such
wide use and so generally applied in the metrology
community that its replacement by another term can not
be justified. All the proposed replacements discussed to
date are also subject to misunderstanding and many (for
example, "quantum standards") do not include standards
currently acknowledged as intrinsic standaids.

2. CIPM Toarns that if good metrologv practice is not used,
efrors may go undetected. As an example, a report by Reymann
et. ql. is referenced.

IDSC completely agrees that errors occur if good
metrology practice is not used. Josephson Junction Array
intercomparisons conducted thus far have successfully
identif ied problems and permitted their correction,
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exactly as these studies are designed to do. The report
referenced by CIPM clearly demonstrates that Round
Robin comparisons do detect enors. Any standard, not

iust intrinsic standards, can produce errors if it is used
improperly. Intercomparisons have been proven to detect
these erors.

3. CIPM takes issue with lootnote 2 of the NCSL definition.

The purpose of the footnote is to explicitly state that
the value of an intrinsic standard is not determined
through comparison or calibration against other
standards. Further, the footnote explains that uncertainties
exist in the assigned value and also result from
construction and operation ofthe system. IDSC considers
the footnote an important part of the definition.

4. CIPM strcsses the need for comparisons.

IDSC emphatically agrees that comparisons or
verifications are essential at all levels of uncertainty.
However, they do notnecessadly need to include a direct
intercomparison with thenational laboratory Inaddition,
in some cases, verification of the performance of the
intrinsic standard may be possible using recognized,
consensus test methods (as mentioned in footnote 3).

5. CIPM states that certai electrical standads, fot example,
can only be considered a primary realization "... if all the usual
documented and published precautions are taken and TDhateoer
Guidelines esfablished by the appropriate Consultatioe
Committee of the CIPM are followed."

IDSC agrees that all applicable documented and
published precautions must be taken (and thatuncetainty
calculation must be made). The IDSCis RISPs serve this
purpose. Scientificallyacceptable guidelines and practices
by any national organization should be considered
equally valid. The source of the publication is not
important, only its contents and application. It should
also be noted that committees of the CIPM should not be
expected to develop or maintain guidelines for many of
the intrinsic standards used in the metrology community.

6.CIPMstates that a formal link through direct compariso to
a National Metrology Institltte (NMI) is essenfial.

IDSC does not agree. This requirement amounts to a
"calibration" and is notrequired ifthe full text ofthe IDSC
definit ion is followed. Again, the application and
uncertainty of the realization must be taken into account,
and BIPM cannot be expected to develop or maintain
standards against which many of the more mundane
types of intrinsic standards might be compared. Again,
consensus verification test methods may be sufficient.
Finally, an indirect comparison through an accredited
laboratory should be sufficient.
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Conclusions

There is no substitute for intercomparisons and
proficiency tests, regardless of the standard-being applied.
Control charts, uncertainty analyses, and comparisons
with other equivalent laboratories arc essential tools used
in metrology. The IDSC does not believe that the
performance of an intrinsic standard system must be
validated through comparison to an NMI, although, if
practical, such validation would be very valuable.
(Josephson-array voltage standards, for example, are
traditionally intercompared one against the other through
the use of solid state voltage standards and may never be
dir€ctly comparcd to an NMI standard.)

Can a laboratory purchase a IJA and realize the SI unit
of voltage without teference to an NMI? Can a laboratory
purchase triple point, melting point and freezing point
cells as defined by ITS-90 and realize the SI unit of
temperature without touching base with an NMI?
Depending upon the level of uncertainty to be realized,
the answer to these questions can be "a resounding yes,"
from IDSC standpoint. However, in all situations the
laboratory must verify its uncertainty for these
measurements by using recognized, consensus, test
methods or documented, scientifically valid comparisons
to other laboratories or NMIs.

Obviously, there are some differences between CIPM
and the NCSL on this issue. Discussing the differences in
a public fonrm will hoFfully move us toward a resolution
in the near futurc.
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